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hat is CRM? CRM is Customer Relationship Management, and CRM systems help you
manage the way you interact with your customers through sales, marketing and cus-
tomer service. They create a home for all of the interactions with and information about
your customers, automate key processes, set up work “rules” and let you know when
theyʼve been broken, track sales opportunities, facilitate automated marketing cam-
paigns and more.

Industry analysts The SMB Groupʼs “Routes to Market” study from late 2011 states that 28% of
mid-sized businesses plan a contact and customer management solution purchase for 2012.
Letʼs consider just a few of the issues to keep in mind if you are one of them.

How to Evaluate CRM Tools For Your Company
Once youʼve decided that itʼs time for your business to move to automat-

ing customer relationship management, youʼve got your work cut out for
you. Thereʼs enough information online to keep you busy for quite a while
during the research phase. When youʼre ready to move forward to deci-
sion-making, these tips will help you create a vision to “start with the end in
mind,” so you can target the solution that helps you get to that end.

Understand your goals. If basic contact management is what you need,
then thereʼs no need to splurge on more than that. If analysis is what drives your
business, then reporting functions should be a priority. Understand what the available systems
offer and how their capabilities can help your company. Then prioritize.

Read the reviews, but check sources. Some “review” sites are just fronts for vendors. Seek
out objective points of view from reputable industry analysts. A few sites we like are: destination
crm.com, Cnet, TEC (Technologyevaluation.com) and Inc.com.

Choose a preferred deployment method, but donʼt let technology drive your decision.
Platform matters, of course. The Cloud is an important option for most companies – see below for
more about the Cloud – and CRM lends itself to cloud deployments. Also think about mobility.
Does your team need phone or tablet access to the system? But platform is still second to func-
tionality. A system that doesnʼt fit your company fails regardless of where itʼs installed.

Prep your people. Much of the success of your CRM project rests on the expectations of your

team members who will be using the system. Commitment to making the implementation suc-
cessful has to come from all levels in the organization, or your system wonʼt help you meet your
established goals. Get the staff involved in making the decision and setting up the system.
Customize it if needed to help them work efficiently.

Understand the total cost of ownership. This includes license costs, monthly fees, training,
customization, support fees, costs for any needed plug-ins, etc. Only by thoroughly assessing the
complete project budget can you know what youʼre shooting for in terms of ROI.

Test drive systems. A big part of your companyʼs eventual success with the system boils down
to pure usability. Being able to poke around in a trial version of the systems you are interested in
gives you an idea of how your team will respond to the system. Todayʼs consumer products
(iPads, smartphones, web apps) are creating a new kind of technology user who expects systems
to be simple and intuitive. If a system doesnʼt offer that type of look and feel, keep looking.

The Cloud vs. On-Site Deployment – Implications For CRM
Everyoneʼs talking about the Cloud – or delivery of software as a service from the web rather

than a product. While the reality is most businesses are still using systems that are installed on-
site, the Cloud becomes a more viable solution given economic constraints and technology
improvements.

CRM has led the way to the Cloud – Salesforce.com is a household name and SugarCRM and
SageCRM are other popular tools. Why? The collaborative nature of CRM makes it a natural for
a hosted environment.

Why choose the cloud for your CRM system?
� Scalability is often easier and cheaper in the Cloud. Adding a new user can be as simple as 

opening a web browser. When itʼs critical to get new salespeople up and running quickly, the  
cloud wins.

� Of course, cloud systems are lower-maintenance. Updates are handled by the provider and 
pushed downstream automatically.

� The Cloud is cheaper in the short-term. No upfront software costs, minimal staff are needed 
to run it and no hardware is needed.

Why think twice about the Cloud?
� The Cloud implies risk. Security risk – all that important company data out there in the ether 

makes some folks nervous. And productivity risk – weʼve seen the implications of unforeseen 

W
TThhee  BBaassiiccss  ooff  CCRRMM

system downtime. Not pretty.
� The Cloud offers less control. Want a new report or a customization? The Cloud is not as 

flexible and personalized as your own in-house system.
What works for you? Only you can know what best fits your company. But do yourself a favor

and carefully consider both options. And isnʼt it nice to have a choice?

CRM and ERP Together – Why?
You know what CRM is. What is ERP? Core accounting, asset management,
distribution, supply chain and manufacturing functions – the operations side

of your business.
Why would you want these two worlds to collide? Simple – inte-

grating the front-end of your business (sales, marketing, service) with the
back-end (accounting, operations) gives your team visibility into the com-

plete customer relationship, not just the limited functions they concentrate on.
It makes your service levels higher, your risk lower and your team more produc-

tive.
More reasons why your company benefits from integration:

1. Consistent data association in both systems: Existing customer records found in
both applications are seamlessly associated with each other so contacts and addresses remain
consistent across systems.

2. New customers can be added in one easy step – CRM users can convert an account into
an accounting customer.

3. Visibility into inventory: Front office users have access to the most current inventory infor-
mation, specialized pricing, promotional discounts and visibility into real-time inventory status
when creating quotes and orders for supported pricing levels.

4. Assess marketing campaign ROI: Marketing teams can calculate “real-world” return-on-
investment based on actual revenue directly correlated to their marketing programs.

5. Decrease data entry efforts: Decrease duplicate data and order entry by sharing common
systems, ensuring customer orders are more accurate.

6. Reduce impact on back-office teams: Front office users can view current order status, pric-
ing schedules, and service and maintenance contracts from within the integrated system – reduc-
ing the number of inquiries regarding product, order, invoices, outstanding balances and product
availability.

7. Accurate communications = satisfied customers: Customer Service teams can issue
accurate invoicing and account management details to customers, ensuring that unique business
requests have been recognized.

Getting Social
Connecting with customers through social media is no longer just for the B2C business.

Enterprises of all sizes and shapes are adopting Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, blogging and more
to build brand awareness and customer loyalty.

Reaching out to audiences with messaging that your business sends out is one facet of the
social business. An active online presence means your customers can find you more easily and
build trust through interactions with your brand.

Listening and capturing information coming in is the other side of the social business. Collecting
customer intelligence from social media is the job of effective CRM systems. CRM brings infor-
mation from multiple social sources into customer records, so your sales team can have fast
access to the news and buzz that helps them know customers better. CRM technology is quickly
evolving to enable two-way social collaboration that makes your customer the true center of your
business.

More info? Follow CRM news and trends by keeping an eye on our blog at think.blytheco.com.

While most businesses are still using systems that are installed on-site, the Cloud becomes a
more viable solution given economic constraints and technology improvements.

Listening and capturing information coming in is the other side of the social business.

Alicia Anderson
Alicia Anderson is in Marketing Communications with Blytheco LLC. Serving the busi-

ness community since 1980, Blytheco works to help companies meet their business goals
with award-winning software products, custom programming, and professional services.
Follow @AliciaKAnderson and @BlythecoLLC, and visit www.blytheco.com.
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op talent, no matter the discipline or industry, is difficult
to find and keep. Below are ways to identify your key
employees and suggestions for motivating them as you
build a dynamic culture that supports retention.

10 Characteristics of Key Employees 
1. Integral to the Team: They know how to navigate 

competing interests within an organization and contribute 
opinions without fear of being “wrong.”

2. Initiates Actively: There is no waiting for direction here. When change needs to happen, 
action is taken and suggestions are made for improvement.

3. Career Driven: They do not perceive work as just a J-O-B. These talented individuals want 
to understand the companyʼs strategic goals and proactively support the organizationʼs 
success.

4. Possesses Integrity: They make the right choice and put their personal agendas aside 
for the greater good of the organization.

5. Committed: Also called “belief in the cause,” the outcome of commitment is unity.
6. Tenacious: Willing to do whatever it takes (within the bounds of 

integrity and honesty) and will not stop until the goals are met. They 
do not offer excuses. They take ownership of their work.

7. Always improving: They watch others to see what is working and 
adapt those techniques to their own positions.

8. Reliable: If they say they will do something, they do it.
9. Understands Perspective: They exercise independent and critical 

judgment in completing tasks, while keeping in mind customers, 
suppliers, competitors, coworkers and bosses.

10. Uses Networking: Understanding that the knowledge of the 
collective whole beats the knowledge of one.

Four Cornerstones For Creating a Dynamic Culture
The opposite of “dynamic” is boring and inactive. We donʼt want that in our personal or pro-

fessional lives. This is particularly true for your most talented employees whose very makeup
requires they keep thinking, changing and growing. Like a building with cornerstones; Vision,
Communication, Trust and Reward create a solid foundation.

Vision
� Share the “big picture” from the company, to the customers, to the employees, to the 

competition and communicate the organizationʼs direction with passion.
� Reassign low performers, coach them to success, or, if necessary, remove them from the 

organization. Granted, it is difficult, but leaving low performers in place will hurt team morale.

T
CCrreeaattiinngg  aa  CCuullttuurree  TThhaatt  SSuuppppoorrttss  RReetteennttiioonn

Kim Megonigal

� Challenge long-held beliefs to inspire creativity. Just 
because something has always been done a certain way 
doesnʼt mean that itʼs the best approach.

Communication
� Communicate in all directions: up, down and sideways. 

There is almost no such thing as too much communication.
� Conduct annual employee engagement surveys. Allow 

anonymous responses to increase participation and candor.
� Companies with a unified culture have one common trait: they are effective communicators 

not just with customers, but also amongst themselves. A company blog is a great way to 
keep your employees in the loop.

� Confirm that your employees understand what is expected of them. Well-communicated 
goals and expectations are critical for employee success.

Trust
� Squelch bureaucracy and red tape whenever possible. Trust your strong players to do the 

right thing so they donʼt feel as if theyʼre under a microscope.
� “Pick your battles,” let the less important problems slide by, thus preserving energy for the 

truly difficult situations.
� Encourage, pay attention to, and actually use employee input and feedback. Bosses do not 

have a monopoly on good ideas; trust the feedback you receive.
� Understand the talents and gifts your employees bring to the workplace and feed their 

aspirations. Create a culture where one is not afraid to fail.

Rewards
� Offer as much autonomy and flexibility as possible. Work and personal life are probably quite 

blended when it comes to your motivated workers. Consider offering options like flex time, 
job sharing and/or telecommuting to offer flexibility.

� Reward high performance. When tied to deliverables, these rewards should not 
negatively impact the bottom line.

� Offer learning opportunities and facilitate growth throughout the year.
� Reward teamwork. It is often the least-recognized characteristic.
� Be as creative in your rewards as you ask your teams to be in their daily tasks.
� Have fun! Create reasons to celebrate with your employees.

Advantex Professional Services is an executive recruiting firm specializing in placing profes-
sionals in IT, engineering, finance and accounting.  Our team of recruiters has connections with
industry leaders, and an understanding of their specialty practices that will provide you with the
hiring advantage you deserve. Find out more at www.advantexps.com.
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hese days itʼs easy to fixate on the wreckage of the last economic order. Maybe itʼs time to look
to the future. By many accounts, the New Economy will arise from the Information Age – a time
of unprecedented access to almost infinite data, global social connectivity and powerful applica-
tions that download with the click of a button on your handheld device.

As wireless technologies become more accessible worldwide, the data streams that those tech-
nologies create are giving rise to bytes of information reaching into the sextillions, otherwise

known as “zettabytes” – a one followed by 21 zeros. So much information cannot help but serve as a fer-
tile seedbed for innovation. As Thomas Friedman recently observed in the New York Times, “[t]he more
information and trends you are able to mine and analyze, and the more talented human capital, bandwidth
and computing power you apply to that data, the more innovation youʼll get.”

Unfortunately, the United States is lagging behind the other players in the international playing field of
the emerging Information Age. In a recent ranking of wireless broadband connectivity published by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the U.S. came in seventh place,
behind such countries as South Korea, Norway and Japan. In hardline broadband access, we perform
even worse: 15th place. For the country that played host to the development of the iPhone, the integrated
circuit and the Internet, such a showing borders on shocking.

Those in the business of deploying the nationʼs wireless network may tell you that Americaʼs also-ran
status is no surprise. Every handheld device connected to a 3G or 4G network requires close proximity to
an antenna facility. As our data demands increase, we need a more robust wireless network with greater
bandwidth. That requires more antennas. And as we drop our landlines (a growing 26.6 percent of homes
have no landline at all) reliable in-home connectivity becomes a necessity, not a luxury. 60 percent of all
911 calls are initiated by a wireless device. That means the antennas need to be closer to our homes.

Americans may love their smartphones, but many of them arenʼt happy with the antenna facilities need-
ed for them to function. In fact, the wireless industry is facing tremendous opposition from those who want
to keep wireless facilities out of their communities. Their reasons range from concerns about aesthetics to
unfounded fears about the health effects of radio frequency emissions to diminished property values. Many
times, the city officials with the authority to approve or deny permits for wireless facilities would rather err
on the side of keeping their constituents happy and deny the permit for installing the antenna facility. As a
result, the deployment of the nationʼs network can become a plodding affair, with deployments sometimes
being fought tooth-and-nail, city-by-city, street-by-street. In many cases, the battle is too costly, and the

T
TThhee  RRoollee  ooff  WWiirreelleessss  iinn  tthhee  NNeeww  EEccoonnoommyy

by Michael W. Shonafelt, Esq.; Partner; Newmeyer & Dillion LLP

wireless providers cannot deploy at all. In such cases, wireless opponents often claim a victory for main-
taining control over their communities.

No one should doubt the importance of local control over community issues; itʼs an important aspect of
the broader notion of popular sovereignty. But every local consideration should be carefully weighed
against the larger national and – in this case, global – implications at play. If the opponents of wireless have
their way, much of America may be left out in the cold as the rest of the world benefits from the full flower
of the Information Age. In some cases, cities are becoming more conscious of a larger responsibility that
transcends overwrought local activism. In Orange County, for instance, a group of local governments has
formed the “Association of California Cities.” One of the goals of this association is to promote “100 per-
cent connectivity” to ensure “the regionʼs economic viability, as well as ensuring the future of public safe-
ty.”

Milton Berle once said, “If opportunity doesnʼt knock, build a door.” The opportunities of the near future
will emerge from the Information Age. The “door” to let those opportunities knock is a reliable, world-class
wireless network. Until our local governmental representatives and their constituents better understand
their integral role in positioning America as a global leader in the New Economy, opportunity may just take
a rain check.

Michael Shonafelt
Michael Shonafelt is a partner at Newmeyer & Dillion LLP, where he spe-

cializes in land use, natural resource and environmental compliance laws. He
also serves as a member of the Board of the California Wireless Association,
which advocates for the wireless industry. He has a special focus on provid-
ing land use and regulatory counsel to wireless telecommunications compa-
nies. He can be reached at 949.854.7000 or Michael.shonafelt@ndlf.com.
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indows™ Desktops in the Cloud
In 2005, Orange County, Calif. native Kurt Johnson won the Ernst and Young

Entrepreneur of the Year award for technology. He was proclaimed one of the
yearʼs “Whoʼs Who of Americaʼs Businesses” when the U.S. economy was flour-
ishing. At the time, technology companies were considered the future of our coun-
try – they were thriving, their limits were sky high and their growth seemed never

ending.
However, in the post-2008 economy, many American technology businesses fell to the

weight of the recession. While other leaders of similar businesses struggled to maintain
market position, Johnson felt that changing how
Horizon did business would be the key to future
growth – even in difficult economic times.

“We faced serious workflow, data and process
issues across the enterprise,” says Johnson. “We
had six offices, three in Asia, that all needed to
access the same ERP, CRM, document manage-
ment and custom programs, not to mention our
standard Microsoft Office applications.  In our
industry, speed is a competitive factor and com-
munications between all employees is critical.”

“In 2009, we took a serious leap of faith and embraced (then) new technology called vir-
tual desktops,” recalls Johnson.  “We had already virtualized the servers; however we had
not thought to virtualize the desktops. We saw that centralizing all our desktops in one data
center could offer a huge competitive advantage by increasing employee effectiveness,
reducing time, increasing mobility and cutting IT expenses.”

Three years ago, Horizon Technology removed the PC desktop and built their own private
cloud. In doing so, all Horizon employees from each of the six international offices could
connect to their desktop from any end-point device. Unlike other
remote desktop applications, Horizon Technologyʼs implementation
of virtual desktops completely eliminated the actual PC hardware
altogether.

Horizon Technology engaged a number of partners and imple-
mented the first version of VDI across the enterprise. Not everything
went as planned.

“Day one was not that great,” recalled Mike Feffer, CFO of Horizon.
“There was confusion about where our personal data from the desk-
tops resided, how to access the virtual desktops, and how the virtual
desktops would work on our warehouse and manufacturing floors.
We struggled with issues of printing, scanners and user education for
a number of months.”

Kurt and Horizon persisted and over several months were suc-
cessful at 100% desktop virtualization across the whole enterprise.
“With our new platform, I can access my hosted desktop from almost
any device,” says Johnson.  “When the Apple iPad came out, I
instantly saw the benefits of a hosted virtual desktop and was able to
connect to my desktop anywhere I could get an internet connection.  Because the desktops
are hosted in our data center, we did not have the data security issues that others face with
Goto My PC or LogMeIn.”

“Virtual desktops literally changed our way of business,” said Johnson. “Every employ-
eeʼs desktop and their data are stored in the cloud. This technology practically eliminated
desktop downtime, loss of critical data and dramatically improved security. These are impor-
tant productivity gains.”

However, Johnson claims the real impact came from mobility as every employee has a
consistent desktop experience whether from the office, home or on the road while enforcing
data security and desktop management with fewer IT resources.

Launch of Horizon Private Cloud
“I accredited so much of Horizonʼs success to the virtual desktop strategy,” says Johnson.

“The technology we implemented, and perfected in 2009, changed how we do business. It
was so successful that we to decided to add our name to offer it as a monthly subscription
to the SMB market.”

Horizon Private Cloud is today the latest addition to the Horizon Technology “franchise.”
“We believe Horizon Technology is in a very unique position to offer hosted virtual desk-

tops on a monthly subscription basis,” says Robert Christiansen, general manager and CTO
of Horizon Private Cloud. “We have three years of real-world VDI experience. We have seen
every issue that an organization could face and delivered solutions and support necessary
to address real-world problems.”

“I want to share our success with other SMBs who may be concerned with switching to
totally virtualized desktops,” says Johnson.

HPC is one of only a few U.S. companies to offer hosted virtual desktop service to SMB
companies on a monthly subscription basis. Never before have small- to medium-sized busi-
nesses had enterprise-class virtual desktop services available on a predictable monthly sub-
scription.

W
HHoorriizzoonn  PPrriivvaattee  CClloouudd  OOffffeerrss  HHoosstteedd  VViirrttuuaall  DDeesskkttooppss

“The PC refresh cycle is killing IT budgets,” says Robert Christiansen. “Organizations are
recycling PCs every three to four years.  We offer thin client solutions delivered from our pri-
vate cloud for a fraction of the standard PC model. The economics of hosted virtual desk-
tops are significant and easily justified when you look at the total cost picture. However the
true impact is business agility.”

Christiansen states that what used to take days in his IT department now takes minutes.
“We have improved the quality of services and increased employee satisfaction by deliver-
ing a better experience.”

HPCʼs desktop subscription product is called vDesktop™. Starting at $39 a month,
vDesktop offers hosted desktops on-demand with
options including Microsoft Office 2010, an
Exchange mailbox, company file shares and a host
of off-the-shelf applications commonly found on
most PCs. They also handle virtualization of com-
mon line business servers like Microsoft
Dynamics, Peachtree, Sage and many other serv-
er-based systems. 

Going to Market
Both Johnson and Christiansen understand the reluctance to moving IT infrastructure to

the cloud.
“We get it. Not everyone wants to move their data and systems to a cloud provider with-

out some assurances,” says Christiansen. “When we started in 2009, we had many prob-
lems that we did not foresee including performance and hardware costs. However, unlike
many managed service providers, Horizon Technology had to make VDI work internally
before we considered implementing VDI for another company.”

“We worked through many issues that you only find when using the technology in a real
world environment,” says Johnson. “We are a $100 million company
with seven offices, spread across the U.S. and Asia. We have three
warehouses, a manufacturing operation, remote users, office work-
ers and staff worldwide – all using virtual desktops from our colloca-
tion center in Irvine, Calif. For a business of our size, this is almost
unheard of.”

Going to market with Horizon Private Cloud is a real challenge. “I
saw the dramatic impact of virtual desktops on the operation and
knew that this was the future of cloud computing,” says Christiansen.
“The benefits are so enumerable that it is hard to present them in a
way that does not overwhelm the prospective customer. What would
you say to a desktop management solution that is higher quality,
lower cost, more predictable, ridiculously mobile, scalable and
greener?  You would shake your head and say, ʻRight.ʼ”

But that is the challenge, getting customers to understand and
believe the benefits of virtual desktops.

It is hard to deny the evidence. Horizon Technology had hyper
growth in a highly competitive market during difficult economic times.

Horizon Private Cloudʼs vDesktop™ service and server virtualization for the SMB market
may be perfect timing for todayʼs business world.

“We point to our success,” says Johnson. “It is hard to deny that virtual desktops have not
had a dramatic affect on our business and our growth. We believe these benefits are avail-
able to others should they adopt this technology.”

Best of Both Worlds 
“In 2011, there has been a lot of attention on VDI,” says Johnson.  “We believe the serv-

ice will skip the IT department altogether and go straight to the cloud. With a dedicated
VPN connection to our customerʼs data centers, they can continue to manage their own
line of business servers while Horizon Private Cloud will provide an outsourced desktop
solution.”

Christiansen believes this is the best of both worlds. “No CIO will cut over 100% of their
desktops on day one,” says Christiansen. “We offer an easy way for our customers to switch
their PC refresh cycle to Horizon Private Cloud. Instead of purchasing a new $1,000 PC, we
ship a $200 thin client preconfigured desktop – provisioned from our private cloud. This
process is very easy to test drive and reduces the impact on the enterprise as they migrate
to hosted desktops.”

A Bright Future
Horizon Private Cloud is the next step in business solution for Kurt Johnson and Horizon

Technology. Leveraging his companyʼs hard-earned experience and success, he has
launched one of the first hosted virtual desktop providers in the country.

“We see a very real opportunity for our team,” says Johnson. “We have the talent, experi-
ence and products at the right time.  I am excited to see what 2012 holds for us.”

For more information, please contact Robert Christiansen at robert.christiansen@horizon
privatecloud.com or 888.652.2948.

Orange County, Calif. native Kurt Johnson won
the Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year
award for technology.

“Virtual desktops literally changed our way of business,”
said Johnson. “Every employeeʼs desktop and their data are

stored in the cloud. This technology practically eliminated
desktop downtime, loss of critical data and dramatically

improved security. These are important productivity gains.”
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emonstrating its leadership in the VoIP
and SIP trunking services market, XO
Communications has recently announced
that Frost & Sullivan has named XO
Communications the recipient of the 2011
North American Competitive Strategy

Leadership Award for VoIP Access and SIP
Trunking Services. XO Communications has
received the award for the second consecutive
year, recognizing the company for its strong
growth in the market, significant market share and
broad portfolio of services.

“We are proud that Frost & Sullivan has recog-
nized us once again as the market leader for busi-
ness VoIP and SIP trunking services,” said Don
MacNeil, chief marketing officer for XO
Communications. “We have designed our VoIP
and SIP trunking services to scale to support busi-
nesses regardless of size, technology lifecycle or type of business. Our comprehensive portfo-
lio, including enterprise SIP trunking and hosted VoIP offerings, helps our customers do busi-
ness better, reduce complexity and increase operational efficiencies through the best use of IP-
based network infrastructure.”

“XO Communications has consistently led the VoIP and SIP trunking market for several years
now, offering solutions that support diverse customer segments and unique requirements,” said
Elka Popova, program director, Unified Communications and Collaboration, Frost & Sullivan.
“The company has time and again demonstrated it can anticipate evolving market trends and
tailor its services to address emerging business demands faster than a majority of its competi-
tors.”

The Frost & Sullivan award recognizes XO Communications for its market leadership with

D
XXOO  CCoommmmuunniiccaattiioonnss  RReecceeiivveess  FFrroosstt  &&  SSuulllliivvaann  22001111  NNoorrtthh  AAmmeerriiccaann  CCoommppeettiittiivvee

SSttrraatteeggyy  LLeeaaddeerrsshhiipp  AAwwaarrdd  ffoorr  VVooIIPP  AAcccceessss  aanndd  SSIIPP  TTrruunnkkiinngg  SSeerrvviicceess

nlike most outsourcing operations, expert-sourcing allows companies to maintain a
very small IT staff while supplementing it with highly skilled domestic consultants.
“The ever-growing technology options available to businesses require such a vast
array of knowledge and resources that they are beyond the capabilities for most small
to mid-sized companies,” said Eric Lissoy, president of Far West Technologies in
Santa Ana. Far West Technologies is an IT services company that works with organ-

izations looking to cut back on the cost of large full-time IT staffs. There is a growing trend of
companies creating smaller in-
house IT teams and relying on
highly skilled outside consultants
such as Far West Technologies.
According to Eric Lissoy, “It just
makes sense. We have such a
diverse and highly trained staff at
Far West. For a company to have
these type of resources in-house
would mean a huge amount in IT payroll.” Far West provides companies access to their IT
experts on a per project or monthly retainer for a fraction of the cost.

Part of this current IT supplementation trend may be due to improvements in network tech-
nology. “It is easier than ever to manage and troubleshoot a clientʼs network remotely,” said
Mr. Lissoy. “Thanks to the latest in virtualization and VPN technologies, I am able to log-in
and review a clientʼs network in seconds, no matter where I am.” Eric and his team have
earned a reputation among their clients for always being available, and have been known to
field urgent calls late in the evening, working late into the night making sure everything is run-
ning smoothly before the next business day starts.

Every service that Far West provides is focused on reliability and security. “The overall goal
with everything we do is to provide the customer with peace of mind. We want them to under-
stand their IT infrastructure is reliable and secure and they have a team of highly skilled
experts supporting it. The most important piece of advice I can give is, to ʻbe proactive.ʼ
Companies who wait until they have a security breach or hardware failure end up paying ten-
fold over those who have the correct resources in place before hand.” Far West holds certifi-
cations and partnerships with leading technology companies including Microsoft, Citrix,
Cisco, Imation and HP. Their core services include Network Infrastructure, Telephony and
VOIP, Server Virtualization, SAN Deployment, Network Security Compliance and
Certification, Routing/Switching, WAN Technologies, Virtual Private Networking (VPN), E-mail
Configuration, Security and Maintenance, Software Programming and Development.

Please contact Darren Testa at 949.417.2140 or sales@farwestech.com for more informa-
tion.

U
EExxppeerrtt--SSoouurrcciinngg::  

TThhee  TTrreenndd  tthhaatt  iiss  RReesshhaappiinngg  IITT  SSttaaffffss

more than 1.2 million end users and double-digit
VoIP and SIP trunking services revenue growth.
The Frost & Sullivan award also highlights XO
Communicationsʼ broad services portfolio and rec-
ognized the company for its innovative offerings
such as XO Enterprise SIP and XO Enterprise
Cloud Communications.

Frost & Sullivan cited XO Enterprise SIP as “one
of the most flexible SIP trunking solutions in the
market today” due to its ability to allow large, multi-
site businesses to aggregate trunks from across
multiple sites into one or several primary locations
and dynamically share voice trunk capacity across
multiple sites regardless of whether the wide area
network is provided by XO Communications.

Additionally, Frost & Sullivan cites how XO
Enterprise Cloud Communications – a fully hosted
IP-PBX, communications-as-a-service solution –

has opened new opportunities for XO Communications to address growing customer demand
for outsourcing call control, switching and PBX functionality. According to Frost & Sullivan,
“While other providers led with a hosted offering and subsequently re-directed their efforts into
the VoIP access and trunking space, XO Communications acknowledged the fact that most
businesses would only gradually migrate to next-generation technologies and cloud architec-
tures. With growing hype around cloud technologies and delivery models, the market is now
ready for the XO Enterprise Cloud Communications solution.”

A copy of the Frost & Sullivan report is available for download at http://bit.ly/vtIZwC. For more
information about the award-winning XO® VoIP and SIP trunking services portfolio, visit
http://www.xo.com/voip.
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